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Abstract

Scholars have been debating over the political consequences of growing economic exchanges and social contacts across the Taiwan Strait: Whether these linkages may pave the way for final in the end? Scholars sticking to the earlier integrationist framework would often disagree with each other over the “spillovers” from socio-economics to politics. The paper thus borrows the policy networks perspective and focus on interest group like “linkage communities” to help observe how interest-driven socio-economic transactions may transform into identity-based political allegiance and in the end bring about political leverage.
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I. Introduction

Since about mid-1990s, cross-Strait relations have been characterized as “political separation with economic integration.” 1 Though successfully deterring the endeavors fro Taiwan independence, China achieved little in breaking the current political stalemate. On the one hand, public opinion surveys conducted in Taiwan indicate that some 80 percent of Taiwanese lean toward status-quo—i.e., ongoing political separation with mainland China. 2 On the other hand, the policy position of the United States has been made clear: US would oppose any unilaterally attempt to change the current status-quo. 3 Consequently, as most Taiwanese believe, cross-Strait relations will remain stable for the foreseeable future, no matter the “pan-Blue” or the “pan-Green” would be ruling.

Even though the political status quo looks stable, cross-Strait economic transactions and social contacts have been both dynamic and close. According to official statistics, today’s China brings in more than 40 percent of Taiwan’s exports, up to 70 percent of Taiwan’s FDI, and almost one million Taiwanese businesspeople. Therefore, China has the incentives and capability to exert its political leverage over Taiwan. The economic interdependence across the Taiwan Strait thus is widely believed to be the factor that might reshape the future of cross-Strait relations. 4

Observing from a broader theoretical context, increasing socio-economic contacts with growing political alienation make today’s cross-Strait relations a very unique case analyze the nexus between economic and political integration. But without an appropriate analytical framework, we can not successfully make sense the effectiveness of China’s economic statecraft in particular and the influences of economics on politics in general. Just like today’s situation, scholars inspired by the Integration Theory are often sharply divided among themselves—not just over substantial issues but how to settle those issues. 5 To provide common grounds for
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5 Will be discussed later.
academic analyses or debates, this paper thus suggests a “linkage community” framework — which focuses on the relative bargaining power between different interest/advocacy groups generated with the expansion of cross-Strait exchanges and contacts.  Hopefully, this framework can help organize factual information and thus lead to a clear-cut assessment over the progresses and limits of cross-Strait integration.

To do so, this paper will be divided into following sections. In next section, I will briefly characterize current cross-Strait relations with a focus on China’s new economic statecraft against Taiwan. In the following Section Three, I will quickly review the existing research over cross-Strait integration and explain why we haven’t yet found an effective analytical framework for making sense cross-Strait integration. The framework of “linkage communities” is proposed in Section Four, which highlights changes in (1) the size, resources, and organization of the linkage communities and (2) their relations vis-à-vis the state and other rival groups, and (3) their constraints from the international power structure. The concluding section will address a bit about the strengths and weakness of this analytical framework offered in the paper.

II. Economic Favors for Political Assimilation: China’s Statecraft to Break the Cross-Strait Stalemate

Since the 1996 missile crisis, the relationship between China and Taiwan has become an international concern. Some believe that such confrontation would lead to an all-out military conflict between China and the U.S. Other, of course, might disagree. But, what shall be the future prospects of cross-Strait relations? Will China and Taiwan eventually go to war? Is there any mechanism, such as socioeconomic interdependence, that may mitigates disputes over sovereignty and facilitate stable integration across the Taiwan Strait? Moreover, is it also likely that
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8 Please refer to Hsin-hsing Wu, Bridging the Strait: Taiwan, China, and the Prospects for Reunification (Hong Kong & New York: Oxford University Press, 1994); Ralph N. Clough,
such growing economic exchanges and social contacts would ultimately make political rapprochement and political unification unavoidable.\(^9\)

Given the current situation, “political separation with economic integration,” the key to carve out cross-Strait future probably lies in the “spillover effects” from economics to politics. Therefore, governments from both sides have reasons to either take advantage of or stay vigilant for the impacts from economics to politics. For example, China has introduced policies like “using business to steer politics” (yishang weizheng) and “using economics to promote unification” (yijing cutong) to gain leverage over Taiwan.\(^10\) Taiwan, on the other hand, has also taken policy initiatives such as “going south” and “going slow” (or “patience over haste,” jieji yongren) to defeat China’s efforts exert influences.\(^11\) In other words, the struggles between China and Taiwan can be largely understood as the tug of war between economics and politics. And the integration across the Taiwan Strait thus can show us the contention between the two forces. This leads to Hu Jintao’s new waves of endeavors to “win over the hearts of the Taiwanese people” through economic benefits.\(^12\)
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Bidding for Taiwanese Hearts: China’s New Policy toward Taiwan

The Sixteenth Party Congress of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), held in October 2002, marked the official beginning of the “Hu Jintao era,” but it was not until after the Fourth Plenum of the CCP’s Sixteenth Central Committee in September 2004 when Hu began to assert full control over China’s policy toward Taiwan. Such policy agenda took a few years to take shape. And nowadays, it is quite clear what are the essentials of China’s new policy, or Hu Jintao’s “new thinking” on cross-Strait relations.

According to many observers in Taiwan, Hu’s Taiwan policy is a “two-handed strategy” (liangshou celue), generally described as “keeping the firm hand sufficiently firm and the soft hand sufficiently soft.” However, as will be demonstrated in the following discussions, the “firm hand” measures (such as the Anti-Secession Law) are largely defensive actions in nature, being taken to stabilize the current situation. What Taiwan needs to pay more attention to and must be more careful about are offensive measures, i.e., the “soft hand,” namely, “look ward to the Taiwanese people” (ji xiwang yu Taiwan renmin). Compared with China’s policies in Jiang’s years, Hu’s new campaign of reunification is more sophisticated and discriminating, and consequently, difficult for Taiwan to respond to successfully.

Hu’s New Thinking: “Extending Benefits, Transforming Identity”

Hu’s new strategy toward Taiwan emerged from the limitations of Jiang’s Taiwan policy. Beginning around mid-1990, as Deng Xiaoping gradually left the stage, Jiang Zemin assumed control over the PRC’s Taiwan policy. His policy can be divided into two stages set apart by the “special state-to-state relations” dispute
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(liangguolun shijian) of 1999. In the earlier period, Jiang’s policy was characterized by harsh “verbal attacks and military threats” (wengong wuhe) as in the two missile crises of 1995 and 1996, while in the later period Jiang’s placed greater emphasis on “great power governance” (daguo guanxi, in effect, applying pressures by way of the United States), as the approach to settle the 1999 dispute. In addition to these two major approaches, Jiang also took steps to strengthen trade exchanges in an attempt to “use people to pressure the officials, and use business to constrain the government.” Nevertheless, in considering the overall practical consequences of these policies, it is quite obvious that, although China could effectively deter independence, it could do nothing to achieve its ultimate goal of unification. Instead, the application of military-backed pressures has alienated the Taiwanese people and widened the divide across the Taiwan Strait.  

In view of the inadequacies of the Jiang-era Taiwan policy, Hu changed his strategies toward Taiwan, promoting greater economic cooperation, avoiding direct struggles over sovereignty, and appealing directly to the Taiwanese citizen. This set of new policies targets directly “the hearts of the Taiwanese people.” In more concrete terms, the new strategy includes charter flights across the Taiwan Strait for travelers, duty-free exports of agricultural products to the mainland, provision of favorable terms for Taiwanese investments, relaxation of restrictions on working and staying in China, offering Taiwanese the same status to apply for license and same tuition to study in China and so on and so forth. The logic behind Hu’s new policy, according to the author, is to sacrifice China’s economic benefits in exchange for Taiwan’s political identity.

Hu’s interest-based appeal is no doubt a sophisticated strategy. After Taiwan largely completed its democratic transition and state building in the 1990s, in order to make unification likely, China has to overcome a resisting Taiwan identity without using coercive means—which might further establish the Taiwan identity afterwards. Research on the cross-Strait issue reveals that Taiwanese attitudes toward the mainland are influenced by two intertwining factors: identity vs. interests. The former provide the foundation for Taiwan’s independence from China while the later serves as the basis of cross-Strait interdependence. Hu’s new policy thus expand the scope and appeals of economic interests and thereby dilute the effects of identity on views of the unification-independence issue, and subsequently strengthen the mainland’s influences over Taiwan.


As argued earlier, China’s new Taiwan policy was designed under the circumstance that official contacts and reciprocal dialogues are unavailable. As a result, China continued to focus its efforts on appeals to the Taiwanese people with tangible benefits, thereby influencing future Taiwan’s policy toward China. Facing Hu’s new policy, Taiwan has failed to develop an effective response for the following three reasons. First, most of the efforts to “expand benefits” requires only unilateral measures of China, and as such does not need cooperation from the Taiwanese government to be implemented. As a practical consequence, Taiwan will have a difficult time supervising cross-Strait interactions or putting effective countermeasures into practice—it has no way to participate meaningfully in China’s chosen course of action to ease the impacts of the strategy.

Secondly, China’s strategy of expanding the benefits create groups of beneficiaries—this in turn will make it difficult for the Taiwan government to rebuff mainland’s initiatives or otherwise foster popular resistance to these overtures. The Taiwanese government still describes all manner of offerings from China as its “plot” to ensure unification, regardless of the actual substance of the policy, but it has no way to prevent ordinary Taiwanese from wanting to obtain the benefits of China’s cross-Strait initiatives. And finally, regardless of the strategy that the mainland adopts, and regardless of whether the results are significant, there is another advantage from the mainland’s point of view—as soon as the new policy was announced, China’s image among Taiwanese quietly began to change. If one compares the past impression of most Taiwanese of China as a militaristic, bellicose power threatening the island’s existence, to the present impression of a hand extending a check and aiding farmers, the positive effects of the policy are readily apparent.

Even so, after Hu’s new Taiwan policy has been implemented for a couple of years, we still cannot properly assess its effectiveness and come to a conclusion whether the policy is working or not. In fact, researchers studying cross-Strait relations have been debating over the effectiveness of Hu’s new Taiwan policy. Some scholars highlights China’s rising economic strength and expanding cross-Strait exchanges exert gravitational forces on Taiwan. These lead to Wei’s famous functionist analysis and an expectation that cross-Strait relations will gradually move toward economic to political integration. Contrary to this optimism, other scholars are more cautious. For example, Cal Clack challenges Wei’s logic and argue that the cross-Strait relations is different the European model, for “the periodic crises between Beijing and Taipei demonstrate that the spillover of low politics into high politics has
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been much more circumscribed in the Chinese case than in the European one.”

Based on recent poll data, Shu Keng also finds that Hu’s policy has its limits: “though Hu’s policy does make considerable impacts on the image of China among the Taiwanese but have little or no effects on the identity of the Taiwanese, and thus is probably unable to reshape the future of cross-Strait relations in the direction China wishes.”

Empirical studies go further to explain why Hu’s policy to modify the Taiwanese identity has not been very successful. For example, some scholars stress Taiwan’s concerns and resistance over China’s economic statecraft. For other scholars, it is the “identify factor” that block Taiwanese from accepting the goodwill of the Chinese government. For example, according to Keng, Chen and Huang, for many Taiwanese, the economic exchanges with China is similar to “trading with the enemy.” And under such circumstance, judging whether China is an enemy is much more critical than calculating how much Taiwan can get from China. Still others argue that social contacts and economic exchange have achieved little in overcoming the differences over culture, social and political lives among the citizen in China and Taiwan. These deep-rooted differences matter significantly when the cross-Strait relationships transforming from economic cooperation to political unification.

As argued earlier, economic interdependence across the Taiwan Strait has widely believed to be the factor that might reshape the future of cross-Strait relations and Hu’s new Taiwan policy is obviously designed to expand such interdependence and create beneficiaries and ultimately reshape the identity of the Taiwanese involved. But still, without an appropriate analytical framework, we can not testify the above-mentioned arguments and make sense the effectiveness of China’s economic statecraft. Therefore, in following section, I will address the reasons why we have not developed an effective analytical framework? In my view, the problem lies in the limitations of the integration theory often been looking forward for insights to understand the paces of cross-Strait integration.

III. Where Is Domestic Politics behind Cross-Strait Integration?: The Limitations of the Integration Theory

As mentioned earlier, the most popular model to observe the future of
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cross-Strait relations is still the experiences of European integration. Scholars such as Wei Yong and Cal Clack have been debating over the applicability of the European model. But I will argue in this section that the European model is not applicable not because the situation in Europe and cross-Strait are too different, but because of the limitation of the integration theory itself. Due to this limitation, according to my analysis, the integrationist framework fails to establish the linkage between societal interests nurtured in cross-Strait transactions and contacts and the policy outcomes proposed by a democratic government. As a result, when talking about the future of cross-Strait relations with “political separation with economic integration,” the integrationist framework often results in more confusion than clarification.

The most remarkable feature to borrow insights from the integrationist framework is the discrepancies among the authors applying the framework: different authors often arrive at conclusions that are diametrically opposed to each other. For example, Chan & Clark underscore the effects of trade, investment, tourism, and other forms of people-to-people contacts, expecting that such contacts may sooner or later lead to official negotiations and most likely to integration between the two sides of the Strait. Following the same line, Yung Wei goes farther to claim that cross-Strait linkages grounded in non-official contacts would finally result in the unification of the two divided nations. On the other hand, according to Hsin-hsing Wu, “[t]here is no evidence of a spill-over effect in the Chinese case: economic integration shows no
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signs of leading to political reconciliation.”

Likewise, Jean-Pierre Cabestan also asserts that those cross-Strait people-to-people contacts will never exceed the limitations set by the governments of the two sides of the Strait.

Why do these authors draw conflicting conclusions regarding the future prospects for the cross-Strait relationship? Once we look into their arguments, we shall find that these scholars are actually borrowing from different variants of integration theories for their analyses of the cross-Strait relationships. Those who underline the bright side of the story usually ground their forecasts in “Communication Theory,” while those who stress the dark side often refer to the “Neo-functionalism” as the source of insight. Even though both theoretical frameworks draw from the integrationist view, there is significant inconsistency in their expectations over the future of cross-Strait relations. In other words, the disagreements among scholars do not arise from their efforts to apply the integration theory but from an inconsistent integration theory itself. It is the uniqueness of the cross-Strait case—economic convergence with political divergence—that brings such a discrepancy to light.

If we go back for a closer look at the integrationist perspective itself, we shall easily distinguish the two theoretical variants in this theoretical tradition: one is “society-centered” and the other “state-centered.” The former approach normally draws attention to the common interests created in the process of making trans-border contacts and transactions. In other words, this perspective believes in the influences of the objective “interest structure” in the shaping of policy outputs and final political integration. The representative of this society-centered view in the integrationist
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approach is undoubtedly Karl Deutsch’s “Communication Theory.” By contrast, the state-centered variant in the integration tradition usually emphasizes the role of politics and leadership, arguing that the flows of transactions are just the very first step toward integration. The true integrative process is the result of specific decisions and arrangements made by government actions and/or political elites. In other words, the policy outputs not only reflect societal interests but also play an essential role in creating the framework within which pro-integration interests can be generated. Therefore, the very premise of integration is the commitments of political elites. The precursor of the logic is without doubt Ernst Hass’s Neo-functionalism.

By contrasting the two competing theoretical formulations in the integrationist approach, we can easily locate the core of the disagreements between them: whether the existing pro-integration social interests would be transformed into pro-integration policy outputs under a democratic government.

These unsolved disputes between the two theoretical variants suggest that integration theory lacks a well-specified model for the dynamics of domestic politics. That is the reason why integration theorists cannot agree upon whether and under what circumstances the existing societal interests may affect formal policies toward each other and whether the current cross-Strait situation will end up with integration/unification. Since the integrating process derives dynamism from the demands at the sub-nation level to the mutual assimilation at the state-to-state level, the integrationist framework involves not just a model of international relations but also a model of comparative politics. Unfortunately, early constructors of integration theory did not pay enough attention to the domestic dimension. The result is the different
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40 See recent efforts to revise the integration theory, such as Michael G. Huelshoff, “Domestic Politics and Dynamic Issue Linkage: A Reformulation of Integration Theory” and for the cross-Strait case, see Steve Chan, “The Politics of Economic Exchange: Carrots and Sticks in Taiwan-China-U.S. Relations” and Shu Keng, “Understanding the Political Consequences of People-to-People Relations across the Taiwan Strait: Towards an Analytical Framework.”
estimations of the effects of civil contacts and the contradictory predictions regarding the prospects for the cross-Strait relations.

After bringing to light the limitations of integration theory, George Yu and Paul Bolt suggested that “[m]uch more research is needed ….. [m]ost useful would be further studies in both the mainland and Taiwan on how group pressures for good cross-Strait relations that arise out of cross-Strait contexts affect the policy-making processes and outcomes in both Beijing and Taipei.” Therefore, for a better understanding of the integration across the Taiwan Strait, a framework with a well-specified linkage between “social interests” and “policy outputs” is absolutely essential. An analytical framework with a specified model on such a policy process will be proposed in the following section.

IV. From Interests to Identity and from Economics to Politics: Observing the “Linkage Communities” across the Taiwan Strait

The explanatory framework for the integrationist approach, as pointed out earlier, lacks a clear causal linkage between “societal interests” and “policy outputs.” Reestablishing such a linkage thus becomes a decisive step for the better understanding of the pace of integration and the effects of social contacts and economic exchanges on the prospects for cross-Strait relations.

My efforts to reestablish the above-mentioned linkage are grounded on the “policy network” perspective which highlights the relationships between social groups and the connected governmental agencies. With this framework, we can put together the linkage missing in the integrationist approach. The “policy network” perspective was first exemplified in Peter Katzenstein’s studies on European industrial policies. According to him, a “policy network” (or in similar fashion, a “policy community” and a “policy sub-system”) is an analytical scheme for different forms of interest articulation, mediation, and integration, thus forming functional interdependent relationships between state (especially governmental agencies) and society (especially interest groups) in the policy-making process. Behind this


43 The three seminal papers on the concept are Peter J. Katzenstein. “Conclusion: Domestic Structures
Guided by the “policy network” perspective, we can now draw our attention to:

1. the multiplication of “advocacy/interests groups” (those who share similar political agenda/policy preferences and thus being conceptualized as a “community”) and
2. the relationship between these “advocacy coalition” and decision-making agencies,
3. outside constraints on the relationship, such as the forces of international system.

Taking these issues into account, we can then map out an analytical framework. This proposed framework, named by Yung Wei as the “linkage communities,” can help bring together “social interests” to “governmental policies”


44 Hugh Heclo, “Issue Networks and the Executive Establishment.”

by taking the following three levels of variables into account. The first level of variables centers on the development and organization of such “linkage communities.” The framework is concerned with the size, the resources, and the organizational effectiveness of the community.

As for the second level of variables, most have a lot to do with state-society relations, including the linkage communities’ access to the state, the relative power of the affiliated or rival groups (being potentially allies and foes), and the interests of the state itself. These variables together decide the dynamics of domestic politics and the structure of the policy process. The last level of variables involves the features of the international context within which state-to-state relations take place. These systemic factors may also constrain or empower the influences of the domestic “linkage communities.” In other words, these three levels of variables may influence but also influenced by the variables at different levels. These variables together constitute the framework for evaluating the weight of the “linkage communities” generated by the cross-strait contacts and exchanges in influencing the official relations between two political entities.46 This new framework, as illustrated in Figure One, thus serves our purpose to better understand the prospects of cross-Strait relations.47
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This new analytical framework proposed in this paper is adapted from Yung Wei’s earlier model of “linkage communities,” but Wei’s formulation is very simple and straightforward. According to Wei, the concept of “linkage communities” refers to the “groups of people who have had extensive social, cultural, commercial, or other types of contacts with the people … of the opposite system that they have developed an understanding, sensitivity, and empathy with the people…across system boundaries.”

Wei’s original formulation of the framework has both its strengths and weaknesses. It is valuable because it suggests that “[i]nstead of focusing our attention on the role of the state, the problems of sovereignty, the decisions of the elite, the legal process, and the political structure, we will turn more to the orientation of the population, the development of shared values and norms between people of different systems.”
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Wei’s conceptual framework is clearly derived from the wisdom of “exchange theory” of Karl Deutsch. At the same time, however, his original formulation of the framework is also crippled by the weakness of that theory. According to Wei, simply by identifying and assessing the size of “linkage community” (as percentage of the total population), we shall get an approximate estimation regarding the development of integration/unification between the two societies across the Strait. But this certainly cannot explain the paradoxical “political separation with economic integration” we are facing. Social contacts and economic exchanges cannot guarantee political integration. We cannot focus on the size of the “linkage communities” only; we need to take into account of the resources and organization of these groups, their relationships with other groups and the state, and constraints from the international system. Since the story is much complicated, we need to improve Wei’s original formulation of the framework.

In light of our “policy network” perspective, Wei’s “linkage communities” can be understood as the “pro-integration interests” generated in the process of cross-border contacts and transactions. As argued before, however, these societal interests do not turn into policy outputs automatically. We still need a framework of domestic politics to follow the course of how those interests are channeled into policy processes and converted into policy outcomes. Such a three-level framework—which can be seen as an extension of Wei’s original formulation—has been briefly spelled out in the previous section. The modified model of “linkage communities” can also be further illustrated as the following Table One.

### Table One Key Variables in the “Linkage Communities” Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Level</th>
<th>Solidarity of Linkage Communities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Org. of People with Same Pol. Agenda)</td>
<td>Scale of the Linkage Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resources of Linkage Communities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State/Society Level</th>
<th>Interests of the State Itself</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Policy Making)</td>
<td>Influences of Rival/Affiliated Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structure of Accesses to the state of LC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systemic Level</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Outside Constraints)</td>
<td>Global Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global Economic Competition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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V. Conclusion: Looking Beyond the Framework

As pointed out at the beginning of the paper, students of cross-Strait relations have been debating over the political consequences of growing economic exchanges and social contacts across the Taiwan Strait: Whether these linkages may pave the way for final in the end? Those who stick to the earlier integrationist framework would often disagree with each other over the “spillovers” from socio-economics to politics. The paper thus borrows insights from the policy networks perspective and focus on the “linkage communities” to help observe how interest-driven socio-economic transactions may transform into identity-based political allegiance and in the end bring about political leverage. With this new framework, we should be able to clearly observe both the effectiveness of China’s new policy and the consequences of cross-strait exchanges.

But still, we need further research to specify the parameters included in the framework. For example, to observe the development of the “linkage communities,” we need a social psychological model to observe the identity shift of the people involved in cross-Strait interactions. That model can tell us the relations between the pre-existing identity of the person involved and the influences from his or her contact experiences and material interests. We also need information about the material and non-material resources maneuvered by the members of the “linkage communities” and the organization of the “linkage communities”—which is another type of “resources” owned by the members. In addition, we also need a model of the socioeconomic structure and state-society relations of the political entity being analyzed. Factors related to the socioeconomic structure include the physical endowments and international competitiveness of major economic sectors while related to state-society relations include the political institutional setting, the ideological composition and the autonomy and strength of the state vis-à-vis society.

Finally, factors related to external constraints would include the interests and policies of US, China and Taiwan—the so-called “strategic triangular relationship.” In addition, the global economic trends such as China’s rise as an economic giant, and regional economic arrangements, such as “ASEAN plus One,” also need to be included to make sense the facilitating or blocking forces from the international system. Once all major factors are taken into account,
we should be able to be in a much better position to make sense the future prospects of cross-Strait relations.